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Made by hand

AFTER A LIFETIME COVERED IN GREASE, JOHN BORDER CAN STILL BE
FOUND TINKERING ON VINTAGE CARS IN HIS SHED AT THE BACK OF HIS
DEEP CREEK ROAD ESTATE
The unassuming shed of John Border can be found out the back of
Wynyard. Inside there are a number of used spark plugs for his vintage oil can collection. Some lucky
tools have made their way to the
walls but the majority make their
home scattered around the three
unfinished cars taking centre place.
It’s in here under the dim light of a
lamp where you find John tinkering with wires and car manuals old
enough to be in a museum.
John has worked on cars since early 1969 when he was an apprentice mechanic. Now 45 years later
he can still be found restoring cars
that defined a generation. Having
recently retired John has stepped
up his production rate with a MG b
GT, 1952 Morris Oxford and Land
Rover series 1/1954 currently being
undertaken among the odd project
for the grandchildren.
When asked about his start at re-

storing cars, John replied “I was an
apprentice mechanic at the time
so it made sense to buy cheap old
cars,fix them and then sell them for
a profit, I remember buying three
1948 Morris 8’s for thirty dollars
which I used for parts for the best
one and sold the others for thirty
dollars.” “Thirty dollars nowadays
can buy you a few spare parts.” He
laughs. “When working as a mechanic my working area was very
clean and organised, now that I’m
retired I now have the luxury of
letting my work space ‘evolve’ with
the project.” “Basically it’s messy!”
John laughs.
While I was poking around in the
shed at all the interesting bits and
pieces that have accumulated over
the years, I noticed that the three
cars currently in the shed; the Morris, MG and Land Rover, were all
at different levels of development.

“With restoration work, especially on old, rare models, the level of
work you can do depends on the
availability of the parts, which is
often scarce.” “You can buy replica
parts for popular models such as
the Land Rover but for me the joy
in restoring old cars is in finding
that one elusive part in a fellow enthusiasts shed, the people you meet
throughout your searches not only
provide a wealth of knowledge but
many have become good friends
of mine.”
The idea of individually restoring
three cars that require serious need
of tender loving care may not be
everyone’s ideal use of a lazy Sunday afternoon but for John Border
its a life long passion which will
continue for some time to come,
even with an inevitable ‘side project’ here and there along the way.
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Closet Horders

WITH THE ADVENT OF THE INTERNET AND THE NEW GENERATION OF
COLLECTORS COMING THROUGH, THE COLLECTING SCENE HAS NEVER
BEEN SO ALIVE

The thrill of the hunt as countless
boxes are rummaged through from
local fares to garage sales are the
domain of closet horders. This can
be an average day in the life of a
devout collector searching for that
one elusive piece to complete their
set.

span from electric jugs to tractors
with tractors being his largest. “I
feel it’s important to get out and
look, not only do you create stories which enhance the sentimental value of the item when you find
it but you meet same minded people”

This form of collecting however
is not necessarily representative
everyone’s style with the boom of
online trade websites such as Ebay
and Gumtree which allow instant
transactions at the click of a button. For local Burnie man Jim Alice however, the objects collected
and the story that often accompanies each of these items is what
drives him to add to his many collections. “Finding the item you’ve
been searching for after a long day
of looking is only half the joy. The
stories you have from failed and
successful pickings are half of the
fun from collecting, you’re collecting stories as well as collecting objects.” Jim’s various collections will-

Meeting other like-minded souls
can often lead to friendships being born out of their shared passion for their varied collections.
These collector relationships often
lead to one another searching for
their items as well as items that the
other may need. By having another
person to feed off collections can
grow rapidly and large very fast. It
is in these grey waters that the collection can fall prey to morphing
into an unhealthy obsession and
eventually, a horde. When asked
on his thoughts of the distinction
between a horder and a collector,
Jim said “I feel that a collector is
also someone who is interested in
a particular area, like maybe vin-

tage oil cans, and they, you know,
buy them and possibly sell them to
others but they mostly care about
the history or rarity of the items
and accumulate them that way. A
horder is more driven by an obsession than by the value or meaning of the objects they acquire. I
have a friend who worked with me
in forestry and he collected axes.
They used to be in the shed then
when there wasn’t enough room
they started to work their way into
his house and eventually it got to
the point where his whole house
was filled with axes, thousands of
dollars’ worth, and they took up so
much space his lounge room had a
30cm wide track that led from the
hallway to the TV and then to the
couch. When the collection then
has control over you and you go to
sleep and wake up thinking about
it or when you buy something and
then throw it on the heap of other
meaningless items then that’s when
it becomes hoarding for me.”
Despite the sometimes blurred line
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between a collection and horde,
the passion still burns strong for
Jim who has recently introduced
his fifteen year old grandson into
coin collecting. “My oldest grandson, Campbell, has just recently
found my old coin collection from
when I was his age and he fell in
love with it. I don’t think he knew
that he couldn’t spend that money,” Jim laughs. “Now every month
I will send him some of my coins
on the condition that he collects
some of his own as well and his
collection has grown considerably
since he first found mine.”
I asked Jim how he felt when giving
away a collection that’s old enough
to vote and he replied with a smile
“We are only the custodians of the
collection as we pass it on when we
die. I’ve gotten joy from collecting
my coins and now I get the same

joy from seeing my grandson carrying my collection on, although
his mother isn’t too impressed that
I converted him,” he laughed. A
pivotal moment for a collector is
when they first start to sell or share
their collection with others. This
moment hopefully comes from a
desire to share the collection and
see it revived by another who’ll appreciate it rather than the need to
pay overdue bills. Having to sell
ones collection against their will
can destroy the persons morale.

scores from picking.
Items which vary from old coins,
comic books, vinyl records and action figures are sought after due
to their popularity among collectors. For instance, certain vinyl records by the Beatles can sell for
tens of thousands of dollars. Being able to make a living off their
passion is a dream many collectors
share. Although he never became
a full-fledged picker, Jim was able
to put his three children through
high school thanks to his pickings
from rubbish tips. “Myself and two
others were known as the ‘Tip rats’
of Wynyard were we did most of
our picking. We used to bribe the
gatekeeper at the tip entrance with
a pack of cigarettes so we could get
in before anyone else. I mostly look
ed out for engine parts and assortments of mechanical bits and pieces but if there was ever anything

On the other side of this, many collectors also buy and sell - or ‘flip’
items for some money on the side
and in some cases for a livelihood.
These collectors are also known as
‘pickers’ who drive around searching farmers markets and people’s
sheds for rusty gold. If you know
what to look for you can make big
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“We are only the custodians
of the collection as we pass
it on when we die.”

that I knew I could sell, I’d also
take that as well. This one time
I found three large boxes of vintage A4 photos. I picked up two
but the third was taken by someone else. I saw the mast of an
old ship in the third box before
it was taken, old naval photos
are very collectable. Then all of
a sudden I started seeing lots of
old ship photos in second shops,
that annoyed me,” Jim laughed.

of popular items like coins or
comics but can be quite eccentric. There are clubs for bricks
and barbed wire which also have
their own websites dedicated to
their niche items. There is even a
museum in Kansas that is solely dedicated to barbed wire and
it’s history through it’s extensive
collection of well over 2400 samples stretching all the way back
to 1870. These clubs are able to
reach millions of people through
the use of the internet and allow international collectors of all
ages to connect despite the large
distances between them. These
online communities are a treasure trove of knowledge and wisdom on their chosen subjects.

The world of collectors isn’t so
much of a solitary one as there
are many groups such as Jim’s
existing along the North West
Coast. The local collecting clubs
such as the North-West Automotive and Collectables Klub
situated in Circular Head and
the Devonport stamp club allow collectors to interact with
fellow collectors. The Circular
head club welcomes any collection from bears to bikes whether
it be rusted or factory new. This
open and frinedly approach to
recruiting members allows collectors new to the club scene a
chance to network with other
collectors and to bring their collection out of their display cabinets and share them.

The scene of the collecting world
will continue to improve thanks
to the power of the internet and
a whole new generation of collectors keeping the age old hobby strong.

Collections can not only consist
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Pocket Junk

THE ITEMS IN YOUR POCKETS CAN RANGE FROM PARA-CORD TO A
HANDKERCHIEF AND CAN OFFER A GLIMPSE INTO OUR PERSONAL LIVES
AND OUR EVERDAY PREPAREDNESS

An everyday carry can be a highly
specific and thought out choice of
select items for an intended purpose. This includes bushcraft outdoor survival or it can be an amalgamation of items which are added
and removed from your carry as
your everyday needs change. During research for this story I found
that some of the more common
items in an EDC included a knife,
flashlight, keys, a wallet, pen and
pad, a phone, watch and also a multi-purpose tool. I carry my wallet, a
watch, keys, my phone, an eight gigabyte flash drive as well as a multi-purpose tool mostly because of
my need for them but my Leatherman and flash drive are two items
that I find to be very convenient to
carry with me at all times.
All of these items are quite general
where as in some every day carries
were focused around the owner’s
vocation. One specialised example
was of a doctor’s EDC which included a tongue depressor, stethoscope and also a knee precursor.
Trends in items can also be influenced by the geography of the car-

rier, and as such most American
carries included a handgun - much
to my surprise. However, it was
also extremely interesting to look
at what people carry with them
and why it was of importance to
them. Learning how another individual can make use of an unassuming item like a bandanna while
hiking in over forty different ways
to why a tactical pen is a great item
to have in case your car does become submerged is fascinating.
Some items that are carried may
not be as instantly recognizable
in their use such as cotton balls
or a D shackle but they serve their
purpose to the carrier well enough
to be carried every day. However,
the problem with this mentality
of having with you the tools, gear
and accessories for any conceivable - and inconceivable problem
you are faced with can be taken
to the extreme with some people
walking around with all in one survival bags with days of rations in
the event of the collapse of social
order. These groups prefer to refer
to themselves ‘Preppers’ and often

pack a three day survival bag, get
home bag or ‘bug out’ bag in their
cars. These bags can cost hundreds
of dollars and take up considerable space. These get home bags are
designed to have the equipment
and supplies necessary to allow
the user to get home in the event
of a broken down car or getting
lost on a day trip.
Despite some of the more extremist views of being prepared for any
situation at any time the viability
of having a versatile and effective
array of everyday items at your disposal cannot be diminished. These
items may not be needed for the
impending zombie apocalypse but
are great for everyday applications.
An everyday carry be as large or as
little as you like but most importantly it is completely individual
to the person carrying it. This individuality allows for creative and
unique solutions to the problems
presented to you.
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